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In 1946 Austin Kasson and William L. Keller Sr. started a business selling blown-in insulation 
for homes in the local market and had 3 employees. The next year, 1947, they added a line of 

storm windows and doors and continued to 
sell retail. In 1951 they opened a factory in 
Gloversville, NY to assemble parts used in 
storm windows and doors for other companies 
who manufactured the finished product and 
had a workforce of 10 employees. The business 
continued to flourish and in 1954 the partners 
needed to find additional space and decided to 
locate in Fonda, NY because of the access to all 
forms of transportation: highways, rail and 
water. The business expanded and in 1956 
they started to manufacture their own 

exclusive line of aluminum products under the “Kasson 
and Keller” brand. They produced 7 different lines of 
windows, 3 different lines of doors, a line of roll-up 
awnings, a line of permanent awnings and a line of 
jalousies. Today, Kasson Keller has 165 employees, 
manufactures 3 distinct brands to serve various markets: 
EcoShield, Modernview, and Smarter Window Systems. 
EcoShield vinyl replacement windows and new 
construction windows are designed to live in harmony 
with your world. The high-efficiency design cuts energy 
costs dramatically. The low maintenance construction fits 
well with busy lifestyles and with a best of class warranty; 
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EcoShield Windows are guaranteed to work beautifully for years. You’ll save effort, save money 
and help save the planet. It’s a natural fit. 
EcoShield vinyl windows offer the best of both 
worlds. With their ST Glazing Package, they can 
lower the average home energy bill by 30 to 40 
percent, and cut CO2 output by 1,600 pounds per 
year.  In the spring of 2007 Kasson & Keller, Inc. 
set out on a journey to identify and enrich its safety 
culture. Recognizing the value of a robust safety 
culture and experiencing the difference they are 
now using what we learned to institutionalize 
cultural values relating to “General Organizational 
Excellence”. They began the safety culture journey 

by establishing the company objective of having a loss resistant organization. When researching 
for a methodology to achieve this goal Kasson and Keller found the work of Donald Eckenfelder, 
President, Social Operating Systems, Ltd. discussed in a trade journal. Kasson and Keller met 
with Don and decided to use his “Values-Driven Safety” material and consulting services. He 
helped them to understand that culture predicts performance and can be measured and 
managed. Using the measuring tools they identified the Kasson & Keller, Inc. safety culture 
profile then undertook safety culture enrichment exercises to improve our safety values. Taking 
the methodology to a higher level Kasson and Keller developed their own values for “General 
Organizational Excellence”. Kasson and Keller now have a “General Organizational Excellence” 
culture profile. The next step is to start some of the exercises to reach these expectations. Kasson 
& Keller offer a wide array of Replacement, New Construction, and Commercial style vinyl 
windows to fit virtually any opening.  

Kasson and Keller always work safely, they will prevent accidents, they 
want a robust culture, they are a team, they support differences, and 
they provide adequate tools training and technology. Kasson and Keller 
treat their extended business family with respect and care. They offer a 
wide array of Replacement, New Construction, and Commercial style 
vinyl windows to fit virtually any opening. Kasson and Keller’s window 
systems are available with ST Energy Star glass to meet Federal Tax 
Credit and Energy Star qualifications. Kasson and Keller, located in 
Fonda New York, won the Edge Award the, New Construction 
application category in the Chelsea Edge Award Winner back in 2014. 
Kasson and Keller has been a family owned and manufacturing window 
for over seven decades and they encourage you to browse their website 
today for additional information.  
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